ATTACHMENT 1
HCD REGIONAL HOUSING NEED DETERMINATION: SCAG

Projection Period: January 1, 2014 through October 1, 2021
Income Category

2

3

4

Range of Housing Unit Need (Rounded)
(1)
(2)
99,810
106,880

Very-Low

24.4%

Low

15.8%

64,630

-

69,210

Moderate

17.5%

71,590

-

76,650

Above-Moderate

42.3%

173,030

-

185,290

100.0%

409,060

-

438,030

Total
1

Percentage

The 409,060 low end of the range (see Attachment 2) reflects SCAG’s projected minimum housing need
(rounded), using 2005-2007 household formation rates from the American Community Survey (ACS)
controlled for 2010 census household population. This column represents the rounded minimum
housing need that SCAG’s RHNA Plan must address in total and the minimum percentage and amount
for very-low, low, and moderate income categories.
The 438,030 high end of the range (see Attachment 3) reflects HCD’s determined higher housing need
(rounded), using the 2005-2007 ACS household formation rates controlled for 2010 Census household
population and applied to SCAG’s population projections. In planning for RHNA above the low range,
income category percentages for very-low, low, and moderate income households remain the same.
The income category percentages reflect the minimum percentage to apply against the total RHNA
chosen by SCAG (at or above the minimum range) in determining housing need for very-low, low, and
moderate income households.
For this RHNA cycle only (due to unique conditions not expected to recur to impact future RHNA cycles),
two downward adjustments were made: (1) projected households were adjusted (-2,810) for household
growth on tribal land as tribal housing data had not been requested by Department of Finance in its
annual survey to local jurisdictions regarding housing unit change, and (2) housing need was adjusted
by -75,390 units at the low range (Attachment 2) and by -25,130 units at the high range (Attachment 3)
to account for different absorption estimates for unprecedented high vacancies in existing stock due to
extraordinary conditions including high foreclosures and recession uncertainties.

Notes:
Housing Need Determination
Refer to Attachments 2 and 3 for a description and explanation of methodology.
The Department and SCAG staff acknowledge important differences between the “projection” methodology
specified in statute to determine housing need and the methodology SCAG uses in developing its Integrated
Forecast for purposes of its Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Community Strategy. The
statutory planning objective of the RHNA is to accommodate housing “capacity” for projected household
growth.
Income Categories
Each category is defined by Health and Safety Code (Section 50093, et seq.). Percentages are derived
from Census-reported household income brackets, from the 2005-2009 American Community Survey’s
number of households by income over 12 months, by County. Housing unit need under each income
category is derived from multiplying the portion of households per income category against the total RHNA
determination.

ATTACHMENT 2
HCD REGIONAL HOUSING NEED DETERMINATION (LOW RANGE): SCAG
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

HCD Determined Population, Households, & New Housing Need: January 1, 2014-October 1, 2021 (7.75 years)
Population: October 1, 2021 (SCAG Projection)
19,730,980
less: Group Quarters Population (SCAG's estimate)
-347,750
Household (HH) Population
19,383,230
Household Formation Groups
HH Population HH Formation Households
or Headship
Age Groups (DOF)
19,383,230 Rate (ACS)
6,516,345
Under 15
4,103,915
15 - 24 years
2,625,930
8.31%
218,223
25 - 34 years
1,091,002
2,825,093
38.62%
35 - 44 years
1,226,416
2,494,520
49.16%
45 - 54 years
2,380,969
52.39%
1,247,429
55 - 64 years
1,207,223
2,236,911
53.97%
65 and older
2,715,892
56.19%
1,526,052
Projected Households
6,516,345
less: Households at Beginning of Projection Period (January 1, 2014, interpolated)
-6,044,940
less: Household Growth on Tribal Lands
-2,810
Household Growth: 7.75 Year Projection Period (New Housing Unit Need)
468,595
Vacancy Allowance
Owner
Renter
Total
Tenure Percentage
54.39%
45.61%
HH Growth (New Unit Need)
254,869
213,726
468,595

Vacancy Rate (SCAG)
Vacancy Allowance
9 Replacement Allowance (minimum)

1.50%
3,825
0.50%

10 less: Adjustment for Absorption of Existing Excess Vacant Units
Effective
Estimate 10% Absorbed, 90% Not Absorbed by 2014
Vacant Units

4.50%
9,620

13,445
482,040

13,445
2,410

Healthy
Market Units

Differential
Derived (2010 Census, HH Growth, & Vacancy Rate)
(252,023)
175,240
-76,783
6,348,741
Total 2011 Housing Stock
1.28%
Existing Vacant Unit (Others) Adjustment
1.39%
Total Adjusted Existing Vacant Units (Others)
(88,247)
81,264
-6,984
Estimated Units (Others) Not Absorbed by 2014
-83,766
90%
FINAL REGIONAL HOUSING NEED DETERMINATION (Low Range of New Housing Unit Need)

-75,390
409,060

Explanation and Data Sources
1.

Population: Population reflects SCAG's October 2021 projection. Pursuant to Government Code
65584.01(b), SCAG’s 2021 population projection was compared to the 2021 population derived from
Department of Finance (DOF) 2011 Interim Projections P3 for 2020 and DOF’s E5 estimate for 2011.
Based on SCAG’s population projection being within 3% of the DOF Population Interim projections and
consultation with SCAG, SCAG’s population projection was used in determining housing need for the
region. As such, this number reflects SCAG's October 2021 population projection.

2.

Group Quarter Population: Figure is SCAG's estimate of persons residing in group home / institution /
military / dormitory quarters that is 1.76% of total population (DOF estimate for 2010 was 1.78%) in which
proportion is maintained constant throughout the projection period. As this population doesn't constitute a
"household" population generating demand for a housing unit, the group quarter population is excluded
from the calculation of the household population, and is not included in the housing need.

3.

Household (HH) Population: The population projected to reside in housing units after subtracting the
group quarter population from total projected population.

ATTACHMENT 2
HCD REGIONAL HOUSING NEED DETERMINATION (LOW RANGE): SCAG (continued)
4.

Projected Households (HHs): Calculated by applying (to the 2021 HH population) SCAG’s HH formation
rates from DOF rates per 2005-2007 American Community Survey (ACS) controlled for the 2010 Census
household population. HH formation rates were evaluated for reasonableness in conjunction with ACS HH
formation rates for the region provided by DOF and with the vacancy assumptions as described below.

5.

Households at Beginning of Projection Period: For the first time since inception of RHNA, the baseline
number of households at the beginning of the projection period (January 2014) must be projected, as a
direct effect of amendment to Section 65588(e)(6), specifying the new projection period to start on either
June 30 or December 31 whichever date most closely precedes the end of the current housing element
period (June 30, 2014 for SCAG). As such, the January 1, 2014 household number was calculated as an
interpolation between the DOF E5 Estimate for 2011 and the projected 2021 number of households.

6. Household Growth on Tribal Land: For this RHNA cycle only, an adjustment (-2,810) was made for
household growth on tribal land as tribal housing data had not been requested by Department of Finance
in its annual survey to local jurisdictions regarding housing unit change. Calculated based on 2000 and
2010 Census and SCAG’s Draft 2012 RTP Growth forecast.
7. Household (HH) Growth: This figure reflects projected HH growth and need for new units.
8.

Vacancy Allowance: An allowance (unit increase) is made to facilitate availability and mobility among
owner and renter units. Owner/Renter % is based on Census 2010 data. A smaller rate is applied to owner
units due to less mobility than for renter households. Information from a variety of authoritative sources
supports an acceptable range of 1 to 4% for owner units and 4 to 8% for renter units depending on market
conditions.

9.

Replacement Allowance: Rate (0.5%) reflects housing losses that localities annually reported to DOF
each January for years 2000-2010, or 0.5%, whichever is higher.

10. Adjustment for Absorption of Existing Excess Vacant Units: For this RHNA cycle only (due to
extraordinary uncertainty regarding conditions impacting the economy and housing market not expected to
similarly impact future RHNA cycles), a new 1-time adjustment was made to account for unprecedented
high vacancies in existing stock, due to unusual conditions including high foreclosures and recession
uncertainties. A slow absorption rate of 10% of existing excess vacant units is assumed to occur in
shrinking current excess vacant units before the start of 2014 RHNA projection period resulting in applying
a 90% adjustment to account for units not absorbed that decreases new housing need by -75,390 units.
Existing housing stock consists of two components: (1) housing units for sale and rent in existing housing
stock that are above the housing units required to maintain the healthy market condition, calculated as the
number
of units in housing stock (for sale+for rent+sold, not occupied+rented, not occupied + occupied units),
(2) housing units in the "vacant units others" category of existing housing stock above the simple average
of 1.28% calculated based on Census data from 1980 to 2010. To evaluate the reasonableness of vacancy
adjustments proposed by SCAG to account for the unprecedented economic downturn, the Department
used 2010 Census Demographic profile data (DP-1) and desirable "normal" vacancy rates by tenure, in
conjunction with the region's household growth and proposed household formation rates. The proposed
vacancy adjustment is limited to not exceed the differential between the 2010 Census vacant units and the
healthy market vacant units rate associated with the region's annual household growth. As the adjustment
was below the differential, the vacancy adjustment was applied in calculating the low RHNA range.
RHNA Projection Period January 1, 2014 to October 1, 2021: Per SB 375, the start of the projection period
(in effect January 1, 2014) was determined pursuant to GC 65588(e)(6), which requires the new projection
period to start on June 30 or December 31 whichever date most closely precedes the end of the current housing
element period, which for SCAG region is June 30, 2014. The end of the projection period was determined
pursuant to GC 65588(e)(5 to be the end of the housing element planning period. Note: For projection purposes
the end of the projection period is rounded to the nearest start/end of the month.
Housing Element Planning Period October 1, 2013 to October 1, 2021: Per SB 375, the start of the planning
period was determined pursuant to GC 65588(e)(5),18 months from the estimated adoption date of the SCAG’s
Regional Transportation Plan per SCAG’s notice to the Department (April 5, 2012) with the date rounded to the
nearest start/end of month for projection purposes. The end of the planning period was calculated pursuant to GC
65588(e)(3)(A), 18 months after the adoption of the second RTP, provided that it is not later than eight years from
the adoption of the previous housing element. If the actual RTP adoption date differs from the estimated date, the
RHNA determination and the projection period will not change, however the housing element due date, and
implicitly, the planning period would change.

ATTACHMENT 3
HCD REGIONAL HOUSING NEED DETERMINATION (HIGH RANGE): SCAG
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

HCD Determined Population, Households, & New Housing Need: January 1, 2014-October 1, 2021 (7.75 years)
Population: October 1, 2021 (SCAG Projection)
19,730,980
less: Group Quarters Population (SCAG's estimate)
-347,750
Household (HH) Population
19,383,230
HH Formation
HH Population
Household Formation Groups
or Headship Households
Age Groups (DOF)
19,383,230 Rate (ACS)
6,487,790
Under 15
4,103,915
15 - 24 years
2,625,930
7.42%
194,964
25 - 34 years
1,058,923
2,825,093
37.48%
35 - 44 years
1,235,224
2,494,520
49.52%
45 - 54 years
2,380,969
52.74%
1,255,834
55 - 64 years
1,208,550
2,236,911
54.03%
65 and older
2,715,892
56.49%
1,534,295
Projected Households
6,487,790
less: Households at Beginning of Projection Period (January 1, 2014, interpolated)
-6,036,970
less: Household Growth on Tribal Lands
-2,810
Household Growth: 7.75 Year Projection Period (New Housing Unit Need)
448,010
Vacancy Allowance
Owner
Renter
Total
Tenure Percentage
54.39%
45.61%
HH Growth (New Unit Need)
243,673
204,337
448,010

Vacancy Rate (SCAG)
Vacancy Allowance
9 Replacement Allowance (minimum)

1.50%
3,655
0.50%

10 less: Adjustment for Absorption of Existing Excess Vacant Units
Effective
Estimate 70% Absorbed, 30% Not Absorbed by 2014
Vacant Units

4.50%
9,195

Healthy
Market Units

12,850
460,860

12,850
2,300

Differential

Derived (2010 Census, HH Growth, & Vacancy Rate)
(252,023)
175,240
-76,783
6,348,741
Total 2011 Housing Stock
1.28%
Existing Vacant Unit (Others) Adjustment
1.39%
Total Adjusted Existing Vacant Units (Others)
(88,247)
81,264
-6,984
Estimated Units (Others) Not Absorbed by 2014
-83,766
30%
FINAL REGIONAL HOUSING NEED DETERMINATION (High Range of New Housing Unit Need)

-25,130
438,030

Explanation and Data Sources
1. Population: Pursuant to Government Code Section 65584.01(b), SCAG’s 2021 population projection was
compared to the 2021 population derived from Department of Finance (DOF) 2011 Interim Projections P3 for
2020 and DOF’s E5 estimate for 2011. Based on SCAG’s population projection being within 3% of the DOF
Population Interim projections and consultation with SCAG, SCAG’s population projection was used in
determining housing need for the region. As such, this number reflects SCAG's October 2021 population
projection.
2. Group Quarter Population: Figure is SCAG's estimate of persons residing in group home / institution /
military / dormitory quarters that is 1.76% of total population (DOF estimate for 2010 was 1.71%) in which
proportion is maintained constant throughout the projection period. As this population doesn't constitute a
"household" population generating demand for a housing unit, the group quarter population is excluded from
the calculation of the household population and is not included in housing need.
3. Household (HH) Population: The portion of population projected to reside in housing units after subtracting
the group quarter population from total projected population.

ATTACHMENT 3
HCD REGIONAL HOUSING NEED DETERMINATION (HIGH RANGE): SCAG (continued)
4. Projected 2021 Households (HHs): Projected HHs are derived by applying (to 2021 HH population) the
regional 2005-2009 American Community Survey (ACS) household formation rates as provided by DOF
controlled for the 2010 household population. HH formation or headship rates reflect the propensity of
different population groups (age, racial and ethnic) to form households.
5. Households at Beginning of Projection Period: For the first time since inception of RHNA, the baseline
number of households at the beginning of the projection period (January 2014) must be projected, as a direct
effect of amendment to Section 65588(e)(6) specifying the new projection period to start on either June 30 or
December 31 whichever date most closely precedes the end of the current housing element period (June 30,
2014 for SCAG). As such, the January 1, 2014 household number was calculated as an interpolation
between the DOF E5 Estimate for 2011 and the projected 2021 number of households.
6. Household Growth on Tribal Land: For this RHNA cycle only, an adjustment (-2,810) was made for
household growth on tribal land as tribal housing data had not been requested by Department of Finance in
its annual survey to local jurisdictions regarding housing unit change. Calculated based on 2000 and 2010
Census and SCAG’s Draft 2012 RTP Growth Forecast.
7. Household (HH) Growth: This figure reflects projected HH growth and need for new units.
8.

Vacancy Allowance: An allowance (unit increase) is made to facilitate availability and mobility among
owner and renter units. Owner/Renter % is based on Census 2010 data. A smaller rate is applied to owner
units due to less frequent mobility than for renter households. Information from a variety of authoritative
sources supports an acceptable range of 1 to 4% for owner units and 4 to 8% for renter units depending on
market conditions.

9. Replacement Allowance: Rate (0.5%) reflects the housing losses that localities annually reported to DOF
each January for years 2000-2010, or 0.5%, whichever is higher.
10. Adjustment for Absorption of Existing Excess Vacant Units: For this RHNA cycle only (due to
extraordinary uncertainty regarding conditions impacting the economy and housing market not expected to
similarly impact future RHNA cycles), a new 1-time adjustment was made to account for unprecedented high
vacancies in existing stock due to unusual conditions including high foreclosures and recession uncertainties.
A fast absorption rate of 70% of existing excess vacant units is assumed to occur in shrinking current excess
vacant units before start of 2014 RHNA projection period resulting in applying a 30% adjustment to account
for units not absorbed that decreases new housing need by -25,130 units. Existing housing stock consists of
two components: (1) housing units for sale and rent in existing housing stock that are above the housing
units required to maintain the healthy market condition, calculated as the number of units in housing stock
(for sale+for rent+sold, not occupied+rented, not occupied + occupied units), (2) housing units in the "vacant
units others" category of existing housing stock above the simple average of 1.28% calculated based on
Census data from 1980 to 2010. To evaluate the reasonableness of vacancy adjustments proposed by
SCAG to account for the unprecedented economic downturn, the Department used 2010 Census
Demographic profile data (DP-1) and desirable "normal" vacancy rates by tenure, in conjunction with the
region's household growth and proposed household formation rates. The proposed vacancy adjustment is
limited to not exceed the differential between the 2010 Census vacant units and the healthy market vacant
units rate associated with the region's annual household growth. As the adjustment was below the
differential, the adjustment was applied in calculating the high RHNA range.
RHNA Projection Period January 1, 2014 to October 1, 2021: Per SB 375, the start of the projection period (in
effect January 1, 2014) was determined pursuant to GC 65588(e)(6), which requires the new projection period to
start on June 30 or December 31 that most closely precedes the end of the current housing element period, which
for SCAG region is June 30, 2014. The end of the projection period was determined pursuant to GC 65588(e)(5 to
be the end of the housing element planning period. Note: For projection purposes the end of the projection period
is rounded to the nearest start/end of the month.
Housing Element Planning Period October 1, 2013 to October 1, 2021: Per SB 375, the start of the planning
period was determined pursuant to GC 65588(e)(5),18 months from the estimated adoption date of the SCAG’s
Regional Transportation Plan per SCAG’s notice to the Department (April 5, 2012) with the date rounded to the
nearest start/end of month for projection purposes. The end of the planning period was calculated pursuant to GC
65588(e)(3)(A), 18 months after the adoption of the second RTP, provided that it is not later than eight years from
the adoption of the previous housing element. If the actual RTP adoption date differs from the estimated date, the
RHNA determination and the projection period will not change, however the housing element due date, and
implicitly, the planning period would change.

